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About This Game

The Groupies have invaded, and Shannon Tweed has had enough! Cougars, slugs, beauty queens, and bimbos - they all want a
shot at the fame that comes with getting a rockstar. These groupies are relentless and Shannon isn’t going to back down without
a fight. Join her in her battle to stop crazed groupies from getting Her Man! It’s not going to be easy, but with a little help from

some celebrity friends, you can help Shannon end the groupie invasion.

Features:
- Unlock celebrity characters

- Power up and gain new, hilarious weapons!
- Unlock comedic groupie characters

- Featuring celebrity voiceovers by Shannon and Sophie Tweed-Simmons
- Unlock exclusive, never before seen content from behind the scenes
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I am the biggest sucker for exploration games. By that I mean I will play anything that gives me a wide open world to explore,
and doesn't make it too onerous to explore. Platformers usually do exploration the metroidvania route, but there are a few
quality indie games that just let you run freely around their world. Lunnye Devitsy happens to be one of those, a relaxed
platformer in the vein of Knytt but without the sort of sprawl that really defines those games.

The only story you're going to get is that you're a tiny alien who fell off his tiny planet and onto a great big mountain. You want
to get home, and as it turns out there are six wholly different and pretty entertaining ways to do that. But you'll have to find
them and piece together a few puzzles to make them work. Some are as simple as jumping on a springboard, some are as
complex as building a rocket, and some defy any sort of logic whatsoever.

You can run and you can jump, and that's all you need to start unraveling Lunnye Devitsy's secrets. The running takes a little
getting used to, since you have to build up momentum before you really get going, but there's plenty of space to practice your
sprinting. You also can't die here, which takes any possible edge off the game. Anything that looks lethal most assuredly is not,
and falling off the screen just wraps you around to the other side.

It's not hard to sink a few hours into this one trying to divine its secrets, but without any sort of character progression,
collectibles, or story, it's also not hard to get bored quickly. I certainly appreciate it for its stark, otherworldly atmosphere and
simple exploration, but not enough to suss out all the endings. Still, I got a bunch of them and thoroughly enjoyed my time
working them out across the charming alien landscape. If you're looking for something light to while away a few hours in, you
could do far worse.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. best game ever

pros:
- intuitive level design
- advanced AI
- extremely good soundtrack
- you can hide in a fridge to survive a nuclear explosion

cons:
- developer is hardworking

would play again for the rest of my life steam please nominate this game for E3. This is another hidden object type of game that
has been flooding our Steam store recently.
But this one, I had to say, was the hardest one I played as of yet.
As usual, the game compels you to look for clues, solve puzzles and search for objects in the hidden object game.

My only frustrations is when you have to backtrack for items you missed and have to revisit the same area again in order to
progress. Sometimes, you get stuck and run out of ideas on what to do next.
But that is the beauty of the game, It challenges you to move on.
I was glad they added a Steam Achievement feature on this game that rewards your effort.
Overall, here is what I have to say, the graphics are only average, the story is good, the soundtrack is adequate.
I definitely reccommend this game and it receives a thumbs up.. wtf it was about an hour long survive\/horde mode.. and doesnt
even told us how moria get to his father... Driving is a cool feature, but the building aspect is a trainwreck.. quot;VOI" is a nice,
relaxing, short (3.6 hours) pure puzzle game. In essence, you move a few pieces (3 to 5, in general) around until the overlap
matches the goal image. Nothing esoteric, just nice. The only issue I have is that with the final level (level 66), the game gives
no indication that it's solved and doesn't pop up the final Achievement. Yet, that Achievement is actually there in Steam. I
bought the thing for $0.49 during the Steam Winter Sale, so it was definitely worth it. Looking at the list price of $0.99, I'd say
it's worth it there, too. Recommended.
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If there is an oil field in a country, just wait until US government starts sending it's proud troops there to spread some
democracy on the territory by overthrowing the local regime. That's all about the plot of this pathetic attempt at FPS, which is
not even a game at it's core, but just another inept call to hate and, obviously, to kill Russians.. For me this one is a nice VR
Zombie game. You need to defend your little base with a bow, handgun and an AK. The reloading system is also nice.
I like also the zombies.

There is also a tutorial to manage the weapons.

For now it is early access, but it is good playable.
Some stuff was written in Chinese language, but most of it is translated to English

I hope there will be other area's, weapons. Because for the current content only the price is a little to high.

I made a movie with the tutorial and the base defending:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FTcnCr6oag. Just waiting for Reassembly 2! :). Awesome game i really like playing it, but
there are lags if you go back and stuff and the game is freezing a bit if you go back on some stations, please fix.... ADMIN!!!!!.
Drew“ is a charming little game. The art style is very basic but 1) functional and b) extreme neat and lovely. The puzzles have all
the same goal to find a way from point beginning to end. But the puzzles change every few level, become more difficult and
challenging. The gameplay is basic but well made.
There is not a lot of story and it is only revealed very slowly and remains open to (huge) interpretation.
Overall a neat little game that can be beaten within two hours.
7,99 € seems to me a bit of a harsh pricing. I got it in a bundle and if so or bought while it is in sale it is definitely worth it.
. Game seems kind of neat, it's got EXTREMELY light elements of survival and rogue-like but in reality it's because the
developer cannot figure out how to code a save function.

Yes this game has no save function and to beat the game there is a very good chance you'll end up having to leave it open if you
don't have several hours of time in front of you open.

However, having beat the game I can tell you, you've seen everything this game has to offer in about 10-30 minutes of
gameplay, even for a dollar I do not think this is very much so worth it. The worst part of the game is the simple UI that gives
you so little information you'll basically going to be guessing on nearly everything you attempt to do.

You play as a floating platform that goes from star to star either getting resources or fighting other floating platform cities, and
that is it. You barely have to do anything but click a ton and it gets old fast. Without any other controls other than mouse if
you've got any muscle problems related to excessive small movements this game will cause you pain!

Pros:
+Simplistic, yet effective art style.

Cons:
-No save function at all
-No frame rate limits meaning your CPU is gonna fry itself
-No depth
-No strategy
-Mouse only control means excessive clicking that the keyboard could have handled
-Does not have replayability as store description says
-Simply does not bring enough to the table
-Game starts in Russian
-UI is too simple, does not give enough information. Another Great Pixel Puzzles game that was easy-ish to perfect and was alot
of fun but also relaxing to do. No annoying fairy or zombie game required just the classic Jigsaw Puzzle we all love.

The Space Theme is amazing as well and the Sounds give off a great atmosphere.

I do like this one just as much as I liked Pixel Puzzles Japan and I hope that Decaying Logic will continue their Pixel Puzzles
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Series in this Style as it is by far the most relaxing one that I enjoy and love.. It is the way that previous generations encourage
and congratulate youth for their efforts
but it's gotten to the point now where it's just easier to make fun of and capitalize on their
lack of experience

For those who feel that Greenlight was Valve sh***ing the bed, Benbo is there to avenge.
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